At the forefront of developing, testing & fielding prototypes & technology upgrades.

- Prototypes
- Fabrication
- Production
- Rigging
Prototype, full production fabrication & rigging solutions
It’s about more than just making & moving things.

It's about freeing you up to focus on the strategic aspects of your core mission: creating and sustaining the complex, real world environments that best support your warfighters—be they on land, at sea or in the air. Nakuuruq does this by shouldering the tactical manufacturing operations that best support these missions—by managing, staffing, organizing, producing, rigging and delivering any component or system you require—to any location in the world.

If you can think it, we can make it

Customers come to Nakuuruq for solutions, not just technology. That's because we offer single source, turnkey products from concept to prototype through production, inspection and delivery. We collaborate closely with our customer’s scientists, engineers and technicians. This enables us to fully understand the requirements of each work order and enhance designs by offering practical suggestions that simplify the fabrication process and reduce costs.

- Structural & Machine shops
- Project management
- Transition services
- Turnkey Staffing
- Quality control
- Cost control
- Risk management
- Rigorous safety protocols & procedures

Mine Roller currently saving U.S. and coalition forces lives in Afghanistan and Iraq, Nakuuruq worked closely with our customer’s science and engineering teams to bring the mine roller’s numerous application prototypes to complete fruition, then fully produced a percentage of the contract’s deliverable units.

Consistently superior design-to-production times

Our experienced managers, skilled machinists, CNC programmers, electricians, welders, water jet operators, plastic fabricators, paint shop and on-going maintenance technicians enable us to meet the most stringent DoD manufacturing, quality, safety and budget requirements.

Routinely adapting to our customers’ rapidly changing requirements, and working to tolerances of one ten thousandths of an inch with the widest array of materials, we provide expeditious delivery of small and large custom batch orders, perform first article and final inspection and coordinate complex, special order treatments. And we consistently deliver superior design-to-production times.
The go-to-group for comprehensive ground, sea & air rigging support

Whether its mooring test barges, inspecting, load testing and certifying virtually any type Weight Handling Equipment (WHE), transporting a delicate, multi-ton piece of government owned electronics anywhere on the planet or retrieving an inert mine in the rough seas off Hawaii, Nakuuruq rigging teams have the experience, smarts and steel hard determination to successfully take on the most demanding rigging jobs regardless of size, scope or location. All Class B CDL, Cat 3 crane, forklift and Coast Guard small boat safety certified, our riggers do what other riggers think are the impossible jobs.

Nakuuruq riggers distinguish themselves supporting complete ship board operations and developmental, operational and follow-on test and evaluations of weapons systems, platforms, craft and experimental vessels in the open ocean and in restricted waters—CONUS and OCONUS. We provide at-sea support of project work aboard support vessels such as the Personnel Support Craft (PSC) and other vessels contracted for project work. And we routinely respond to last minute requirements that call for multiple weeks of deployment in support of critical test deadlines. Call Nakuuruq today and ask about our rigging services. We back down from no challenge.

The Nakuuruq difference

Comprehensive structural and machine shop services. World class riggers. Superior design-to-production times. Immediate response to rapidly changing customer requirements. Turnkey staffing. The ability to shoulder all of your tactical manufacturing requirements. The capability to free you up to focus on the strategic components of your core mission. We call it making your mission more manageable. And we’ll prove it starting day one on the job. Contact Nakuuruq Solutions today and ask about our prototype, fabrication, production and rigging solutions. It’s all about your mission.

Since 2005, Nakuuruq structure & machine shop personnel have produced over 46,000 units & worked on 900 projects while our riggers have 557 underway/travel days while providing services for Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC).

- Shipboard Operations
- Port Operations
- Heavy Lift (ground, sea, air)
- Transportation of government equipment (ground, sea, air)
- Off Shore Test Platforms
- Department of Transportation (DOT) carrier

Nakuuruq riggers distinguish themselves supporting complete shipboard operations and developmental, operational and follow-on test and evaluations of weapons systems, platforms, craft and experimental vessels in the open ocean and in restricted waters—CONUS and OCONUS. We provide at-sea support of project work aboard support vessels such as the Personnel Support Craft (PSC) and other vessels contracted for project work. And we routinely respond to last minute requirements that call for multiple weeks of deployment in support of critical test deadlines. Call Nakuuruq today and ask about our rigging services. We back down from no challenge.

The Nakuuruq difference

Comprehensive structural and machine shop services. World class riggers. Superior design-to-production times. Immediate response to rapidly changing customer requirements. Turnkey staffing. The ability to shoulder all of your tactical manufacturing requirements. The capability to free you up to focus on the strategic components of your core mission. We call it making your mission more manageable. And we’ll prove it starting day one on the job. Contact Nakuuruq Solutions today and ask about our prototype, fabrication, production and rigging solutions. It’s all about your mission.
Nakuuruq’s fabrication solutions include prototyping, pre-production, model making, full production operations & comprehensive rigging support.